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ADDENDUM TO DRAFT MINUTES

Subject: 2299th Council meeting (Justice, Home Affairs and Civil Protection), held in Luxembourg on 17 October 2000

1 The information from the Council minutes which is contained in this Addendum is not confidential and may therefore be released to the public.
"A" ITEMS

Item 5. Council Decision concerning arrangements for cooperation between financial intelligence units of the Member States in respect of exchanging information ..........3
Items on the agenda concerning the definitive adoption of Council acts released to the public

"A" items: (list: 12278/00 PTS A 53)

When finally adopting the "A" items relating to legislative acts, the Council agreed to enter the following in these minutes:

Item 5. Council Decision concerning arrangements for cooperation between financial intelligence units of the Member States in respect of exchanging information
12038/00 CRIMORG 134  
+ COR 1 (de)  
+ COR 2 (fr)  
12038/1/00 CRIMORG 134 REV 1 (sv)

The Council adopted the above Decision. (Legal basis: Article 34(2)(c) of the Treaty on European Union.)